International Opportunities

Prof. Stefano Tomasin
International agreements of Double Degree with top-ranked universities worldwide:

- National Taiwan University (2 positions)
- Universidad Politecnica de Madrid (2 positions)

Get 2 degrees in ~2 years
Double Degrees: How Does It Work

- Apply halfway through 1st year → must earn 60 ECTS in Padova by September
- If selected, spend the 2nd year abroad
- Final thesis done and discussed abroad before a joint committee, also valid for Italian degree
- When abroad, scholarship at least 2×Erasmus for a period up to 2 years (if needed)
Erasmus+ and SEMP

Erasmus+:

• European Exchange program
• Spend 3 to 12 months in one of connected European Universities
• Mobility grant of up to 300 €/month
• In December 2020 there will be a specific meeting to present deadlines and destinations
• For further information check https://www.unipd.it/en/erasmus-studies-out

SEMP:

• Similar to Erasmus, for exchanges with Swiss Universities

For up-to-date information on the destinations see http://mime.dei.unipd.it
Further Information

• For more information:
  – [http://mime.dei.unipd.it](http://mime.dei.unipd.it)  -> opportunities
  – [https://www.unipd.it/en/erasmus-studies-out](https://www.unipd.it/en/erasmus-studies-out)
  – General queries on Erasmus: [erasmus@unipd.it](mailto:erasmus@unipd.it)
  – Only for study plans during the exchange:
    • Prof. Stefano Tomasin: [stefano.tomasin@unipd.it](mailto:stefano.tomasin@unipd.it)